MIDI matters
Sequencing in Sync

Synchronizing your sequencer and all your external MIDI devices is easy with time code . . .

Text by Norman Weinberg.

I'm SURE YOU'VE heard about sequencers. But you may not know just what they are or how they work. Sequencers are really nothing more than fancy digital versions of tape recorders. They are called sequencers because they record the sequence, or order, of a MIDI data stream. MIDI information moves too fast to be recorded on normal audio tape — any signal that clips by at 31,250 bits per second must use a dedicated computer (or computer chip) in order to record the data. Sequencers can be found as an added feature in many keyboard synths and rack mounted units, and as dedicated software programs for computers. In fact, if you own a drum machine, you already own a sequencer. Whenever you set a drum machine up to record a pattern, you are sequencing the MIDI instructions to play certain notes at certain times.

Before we get any further into sequencers, you must realize one thing: sequencers do not record any sound at all! Sequencers do not record music, they only record the MIDI data stream, which consists of instructions for other devices. If you don't hook up a sequencer to an instrument, you're not going to hear anything. In order to make music, sequencers need to send the instructions to another device. That's why you've never seen a sequencer with a headphone jack.

Tape vs Sequencing
OK, SO WHAT'S the big deal with sequencers? Everything! Once the sequencer has recorded the MIDI data stream in its digital state, you can do many marvelous things, all of which fall into a set of functions called editing.

With audio tape you can only edit in a very limited fashion. For example, you can . . .
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Back before MIDI, drum machines used something called 'clocks' to stay together. Each unit would have a pair of jacks called clock in and clock out. When you connected a cable from the clock out of Drum Machine A to the clock in of Drum Machine B, Machine B would 'slave' to Machine A. In other words, the slave machine would use the clock signals from Machine A instead of its own internal clock. This always worked out great, except for a few problems. Some companies built drum machines that used a rate of 24 clocks per quarter note while other companies used 48 clocks per quarter.

Whenever you try to connect two different clock rates, you're just asking for trouble. If you had a 48 clock master connected to a 24 clock slave, the slave machine would play everything twice as fast. Since there were about four major clock rates running around, a drummer who owned gear by several different manufacturers, was in big trouble. In order to solve this problem, some companies invented things called Clock Interfaces. These little boxes could read any type of clock speed, and convert it into any other clock speed. Want to connect a 24 clock unit to a 96 clock unit? No problem, just buy one of these little gizmos and you're home free.

The end result is that all but the cheapest (and some of them too) drum machines offer clock in/out jacks to send (or receive) pulse clocks to non-MIDI machines. Most of them will let you program the clock speed (24, 48, 96, etc.) of the signal coming out of this jack. If one of your machines doesn't include a clock interface, all is not quite lost. You can still use those little magic boxes to convert MIDI clocks into pulse clocks.

FSK Tape Sync

WHAT IF YOU want to sync your drum machine to tape? First, you might want to know just what 'tape sync' does. Let's say that you want to record this killer drum part, but your drum machine just can't have all the sounds you need on board at the same time (this beat needs forty-seven different drums). Here's what you do. Record as many sounds as you can on one of the tape's tracks, then load the remaining sounds into your drum machine, and overdub the extra instruments. How do you synchronize the overdub with the track already on the tape? With tape sync.

Tape sync uses a particular kind of clock which is well suited to recording onto tape. Instead of alternating high and low voltages (like pulse clocks), tape sync makes use of alternating high and low frequencies (see example number 1). Tape machines do a much better job at recording pitches than raw voltages. These alternating pitches are called FSK (Frequency Shift Key), and many drum machines (particularly Roland units) have FSK jacks on the back panel. You connect a cable from the tape out jack to an input on the tape deck in order to 'write' the sync signal to the tape. When you want the drum machine to use this signal as the master clock, you connect a cable from the tape's output to the tape in...
in all, this requires 80 bits to relate. One SMPTPE word is sent for every 'frame' of time. Taking a video rate of 30 frames per second and 80 bits per frame, a bit occurs every 1/3000th of a second — slow enough to be recorded on audio tape, but also having a very high resolution.

SMPTPE's high resolution makes it ideal for use with video (in fact, it's the only thing video can work with). It is also used because a lot of equipment (like tape decks) are far more concerned with what time it is than what the tempo is or which chorus you're on. The preceding sentence illustrates one of the main differences between SMPTPE and the other timing systems: SMPTPE locks to real-time, while the other systems lock to the speed of a quarter note.

Please don't let all of these details about the code scare you. SMPTPE is very easy to work with. Thankfully, machines that write the code to the tape, and read the code back from the tape, do all the hard stuff internally. As a drummer using SMPTPE as your synchronization signal, you just connect a cable from the SMPTPE out jack to the tape deck and record whatever comes out. When you want the machine to slave to the tape, send the tape's signal to the SMPTPE in jack. It all works like magic!

There are a small number of drum machines on the market that contain their own SMPTPE generators and readers. The
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Learn the drumming secrets of some of the top drummers in contemporary music. Bill Bruford, Peter Erskine, Ralph Johnson and Carl Palmer give you tips and advice on how to be a better drummer, in these four books:

Bill Bruford — When In Doubt, Roll
This book, designed for the intermediate drummer, was written by one of the world's foremost drummers. Best known for his work with Yes, Genesis and Al DiMeola, Bruford tells how he's survived 18 years as a professional drummer. The book provides 18 of his greatest performances, along with suggested exercises.
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Peter Erskine — Drum Concepts And Techniques
Peter Erskine, a world-renowned jazz/fusion drummer, wrote this book on his concepts and techniques for the beginning to intermediate drummer. He covers such topics as beats, brushes, tempo, reading and tuning — to name a few. Professional advice and a selected discography of Erskine are also included.
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This book, by the drummer of Earth, Wind & Fire, will sharpen and improve the skills and techniques of the aspiring drummer. It provides the student with material to apply to actual playing situations, and allows the student to broaden his/her scope. The exercises vary in degree of difficulty, and will reveal weaknesses in such areas as stick control, syncopating, sightreading and improvisation.
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Carl Palmer — Applied Rhythms
Best known for his work in Emerson, Lake & Palmer and Asia, Carl Palmer is considered a "legend" by many. In this book, he provides a selection of rhythms to develop the techniques a modern drummer needs in a variety of situations. "Heat Of The Moment" and "Brain Salad Surgery" are just two of the ten songs transcribed in this publication.
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**Example #3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hex</th>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F0</td>
<td>1111000</td>
<td>System Exclusive Status Byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7F</td>
<td>0111111</td>
<td>ID Number for Real-Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>??</td>
<td>01?? ??1</td>
<td>Device Channel Number (0-128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>00000001</td>
<td>Sub ID For Long Form Time Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>00000000</td>
<td>Sub ID For Full Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>??</td>
<td>001?? ??1</td>
<td>Hours (0-23) and SMPTE Rate Type (0-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>??</td>
<td>001?? ??1</td>
<td>Minutes (0-59) and Seconds (0-59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>??</td>
<td>000?? ??1</td>
<td>Frames (0-30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>1111011</td>
<td>End Of Exclusive Status Byte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MIDI Time Code (MTC)

BACK AT THE beginning of this article, I said that MIDI Time Code was new. The format and codes that make up MTC were only approved late last year. MTC is a means of translating and locking SMPTE to MIDI (did that sentence have enough acronyms?). In order to do this, you need a device that can read SMPTE, make the conversion into MIDI, and send the proper messages to other MIDI devices in the system. Because MTC is so new, the only drum machine that I know of that will do this is the Akai MPC60 (there may be others by the time you read this). Currently, a dedicated SMPTE to MTC converter is probably the easiest and least expensive choice. So, what makes MTC so great anyway? Why do you need it? You don’t mind if I ask the questions for you, do you?

Let’s look at some of the messages that MTC can convey:

1. **Full Message.** Whenever a tape transport is fast-forwarded or rewound to a new location, a full message is sent to all MIDI devices connected. This is a long series of bits (ten to be exact), and therefore, is not sent when the tape is up and running at its normal speed. This message indicates the exact hour (along with the SMPTE frame rate), minute, second, and frame of the tape’s position and is very useful for getting all devices up to the proper spot in time.

2. **Quarter Frame Message.** This is the message that is used whenever the tape is running. You might remember that we mentioned this message as part of the System Common classification. By using system common instead of system exclusive, these messages take less time to send because they don’t require all the accompanying ID numbers that are used with system exclusive commands. As the name suggests, this message moves down the MIDI cable four times per frame. If your SMPTE rate is 30 frames per second, then there are 120 of these messages during every second.

If the MIDI Time Code only provided a reliable time lock, it would still be great, but MTC enables you to do something that no other time code can. With MTC, you can lock certain events to places in time, not to counts within a measure, but to real-time! Let’s have a little fun, and you’ll see how locking events to time can be a better way to go under some circumstances. How about this? You’re laying down a sound track for a short commercial. Just when the boy on the screen hits a baseball through an old lady’s kitchen window, you want to fire your ‘glass break’ sound from your sampler (originally triggered, of course, from your MIDI drumset). After seeing the commercial, you figure out that the glass break happens on the seventh frame of the fourth second. You pull out your pocket calculator, the time to tempo conversion handbook, and two aspirin. Four cups of coffee later, you have decided that the glass break sound should fire the second thirty-second note after the third beat of measure seven. You write the music, sequence the sampler to fire at the proper point in the measure, and all is well. And then the producer calls you up and says: “The music is just a little too slow, and by the way, we’re going to have the camera follow the ball into the window in slow motion. Won’t that be great?” You see the problem now? If you only program the sequencer to play the music faster, then the glass break is going to happen too early.

The solution? Lock the glass break sound to a specific frame. Whenever that frame comes up, the sound will fire regardless of the tempo of the music. When the producer calls up with the changes, just say, “No problem.” Edit the tempo of the music, and change the frame for the glass breaking sound. This is much easier than messing around with a calculator.

The MTC messages that let you lock events to frames (and therefore to real-time) are called Setup Messages. In addition to locking ‘single-fire’ events (like our glass break sound effect), Setup Messages will let you do many other groovy things, such as:

1. **Punch In/Punch Out.** For tape decks that respond to MTC, you can indicate a punch in or out time for overdubbing. This can be about nine zillion times more accurate than making punches in or out by hand.

2. **Event Start/Event Stop.** Yes, it is possible to have an entire musical sequence start and stop at certain frame numbers. If the same sequence has several different starting points, it would be just like hitting the continue button on a drum machine.

3. **Cue Point.** Unlike an event, a cue point just happens one time, and exists as a single point within the time flow. The glass break sound effect used above is an example of a cue point.

4. **Cue Point, with additional information.** The additional information can be ‘human’ type info such as the name of the cue (‘glass break’ for example), or it can be another MIDI message. In other words, cue points can also be used to send a program change message or a song select command.

If you think that all of these different messages would give you plenty of flexibility, then think about this: MTC can keep track of over 16,000 distinct events in each setup type over each MIDI channel. Yes, that means 16,000 different punch in points, 16,000 different cue points, and 16,000 different events.

To be honest with you, there is a certain amount of doubt about the future of MTC. First of all, not many instruments fully support MTC. Some manufacturers are waiting to see what everybody else does with it before they commit to including MTC in their own units. As the price of SMPTE hardware and software continues to fall, it may just be easier and less expensive for a company to include SMPTE capability instead of MTC. Only time will tell, but I hope that many other manufacturers jump on the MTC bandwagon. MTC can do several things that are just not possible with SMPTE alone. It can be a very powerful tool, and it can make your life easier under the proper conditions.

Next month: controlling a complete MIDI studio from your drumset and drum machine. How would you like to use your electronic percussion instruments to write a piece of music, record it, and print out the sheet music all in a single afternoon? Stay tuned.